
Bindings and finishing quilts class 
  

In this hands on class you will practice making 

* Flange binding

* Piped binding 

* A way to join several parts of a pre-quilted larger quilt (similar to a quilt 

as you go method). 


* This last way is helpful when you want to quilt a larger quilt on your 
domestic machine in several pieces and then join together without an 
obvious “sashing” on the front.


Supplies 

# Regular sewing machine with a 1/4” foot and an open toe foot ( with 
easy visibility of what you are sewing), and zipper foot. If you have a small 
cording foot or a foot with a small grove in the bottom please bring as well.

# Regular sewing supplies.

# (required) A 12” or longer “Add a 1/4” ruler” OR the Piping trimming 
tool by Susan Cleveland. (the latter is a great tool with detailed  
instruction booklet for future reference, but the Add a quarter ruler does 
the same job.

#  2 yards 1/16th piping cord (cotton or polyester. ( the store or I  will have 
some available for sale by the yard if you do not have any)

#Threads -various colours to match and contrast-see preparation notes.

#Post it notes and masking tape

# Hand sewing needles. Yes we will hand sew the binding down :)




Pre-class prep 

 2 quilt sandwiches, (1/2 a FQ is 
good, approx 22” x 18”), with 
batting and backing overlapping 
all around about 2”.  Quilt each 
one BUT leave about 2 “ 
UNQUILTED along ONE  long 
side on each. Please quilt to edge 
on the other three sides. WE will 
join these two together, so a 
forgiving quilt design that will allow 
you to go in and fill the approx 3” 
after is best.


Binding cut as followed: 
When doing flange or piped binding a good contrast in colors  is best 
between the flange or piping and the binding. 

Flange binding. (Thread same colour as flange and bobbin same as 
backing fabric) 
 One strip WOF in length 1 1/4” wide.  (the main binding )

One strip.  WOF in length 1 1/2” wide ( the accent narrow flange)

 # Please pre sew these strips together, along the length  WITH ACCURATE 1/4” 
SEAM. Press to narrower strip.


Piped binding (thread matching both fabrics, bobbin to contrast with 
backing. ) 

One strip WOF (width of fabric) in length x  2 1/2” wide.  (the main binding )

One strip WOF in length x 1 1/4” wide ( will be the accent with the cord inside). 
DO  NOT SEW THESE STRIPS TOGETHER!!

1 yards cording 1/16th in diameter. 





